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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2631–James was dumbfounded. 

In this area, there were at least a million Heavenly Path Embodiments. 

How could he possibly annihilate them all ina single move? “How do I annihilate them?” 
he had to ask. 

The mysterious man said, “With just the first stage of swordsmanship, it is entirely 
impossible. 

Your first stage of swordsmanship has already reached a very profound state. 

You should now try to grasp the second stage. 

“When you’ve gained a better understanding of the second stage, you might be able to 
do so. 

“The Ancestral Sword Master’s swordsmanship is well-known and astounds people all 
over the world. 

Although I’ve never deliberately cultivated it, every Sword Cultivator in the world is 
proficient in it. 

I’m also familiar with some of its cultivation techniques. 

“Now, get a deeper understanding of the Second Sword Realm, Sword Shadow. 

“Shadow refers to silhouette and shape. 

This technique is more advanced than Sword Moves. 

“Close your eyes and recollect the Sword Moves that you’ve learned. 

Imagine yourself as a shadow, imagine your sword as a shadow, and imagine the 
moves that you perform as shadows. 

Under the mysterious man’s guidance, James started to cultivate the second stage of 
swordsmanship. 

In that instant, every sword technique that he had learned and fused together split up in 
his mind, forming thousands upon thousands of Sword Moves. 

There seemed to be a shadow wielding a sword in his mind. 



Every move could be cast into a shadow. 

The shadows of various sword techniques appeared in James’ mind. 

He began to imitate them. 

James was engaging in a fierce battle with the Heavenly Path Embodiments. 

His body suddenly became strange. 

In a trice, countless shadows appeared in the sky. 

Each shadow’s shape was different. 

Every shadow corresponded to different Sword Moves. 

Everywhere the shadows went, the Heavenly Path Embodiments were destroyed. 

In the distance, the mysterious man looked pleased. 

“Not bad. 

With just a little guidance, he grasped it. 

“Again?” The mysterious man cursed loudly before leaving this area and reappearing on 
the other side of the Tribulation World, and he battled the Heavenly Path Embodiments 
once more. 

James, on the other hand, was completely engrossed in cultivation. 

In his mind, there were only Sword Shadows. 

When the Sword Shadows flashed through his mind, their shadows would appear in the 
sky. 

The sky was covered in a mass of shadows that were constantly attacking the Heavenly 
Path Embodiments. 

However, the Heavenly Path Embodiments were formed by the Law of Heaven coming 
together. 

After he destroyed them, more Heavenly Path Embodiments appeared indefinitely. 

In the Tribulation World, Sword Shadows were flickering around. 

Tens of thousands of Sword Shadows emerged. 



At this moment, the Sword Shadows merged together, and the illusory shadows 
became real. 

The moment the Sword Shadows merged, or rather the moment James’ countless 
Sword Moves merged, apocalyptic Sword Energy erupted. 

The surrounding Heavenly Path Embodiments instantly vaporized. 

Several hundred thousand Heavenly Path Embodiments were annihilated in a matter of 
seconds. 

An open space appeared immediately around James. 

“S-So powerful.” James was in awe of what he had witnessed. 

The power that erupted from the merging of Sword Shadows and Sword Moves was far 
too frightening. 

After he learned such a sword technique and left the Tribulation World, who could stand 
a chance against him? ‘As expected from an Ancestral God from the Primeval Age, the 
sword technique they created is terrifying. 

I’m just beginning to understand it, but I’ve acquired such strength. 

If I master the Fifth Sword Realm, and the merged Sword Moves reach the level of 
Ancestral Sword Master, wouldn’t I be unrivaled in the universe?’ Looking at the open 
space that had appeared around him, James could not help but be astonished. 

Right then, the Heavenly Path Embodiments in the distance charged toward him once 
more. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh. 

Thousands of Sword Lights appeared and cut down on his body. 

In an instant, he was struck by thousands of swords, and his body was severely 
wounded. 

James immediately regained his bearings and dared not be careless again. 

He held onto the Yogacara Sword and carried on the battle, catalyzing the Demonic 
Energy within him to heal his wounds as he went. 
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After the Elemental Inversion Formation was present in his body, even if his Demonic 
Energy was depleted, other True Energies could be converted into Demonic Energy and 
maintain his body’s strength. 

As soon as Demonic Energy was catalyzed, the injuries in his body quickly healed. 

James scanned his surroundings. 

Countless Heavenly Path Embodiments formed around him once again. 

James furrowed his brow slightly. 

“Although I’m starting to gain insight into the Second Sword Realm, I still can’t annihilate 
so many Heavenly Path Embodiments at once?” James became troubled. 

“Kid, that’s because the cultivation of your First Sword Realm isn’t perfect yet. 

You need to comprehend more Sword Moves and incorporate them into the First Sword 
Realm. 

The stronger the First Sword Realm, the stronger the Second Sword Realm.” A voice 
came from a great distance away. 

“It’s still not enough?” James muttered. 

He closed his eyes. 

James was currently relying solely on instinct to fight. 

While battling, he sensed the sword techniques of these Heavenly Path Embodiments. 

The Heavenly Path Embodiment was created through the gathering of Heaven’s Law. 

The Sword Moves performed by these Heavenly Path Embodiments were the most 
exquisite Sword Moves in the entire universe. 

Every single move contained extremely peculiar power. 

Too many Heavenly Path Embodiments were present, and too many Sword Moves 
were executed. 

Even if James spent his entire life studying them, he would not be able to fully 
comprehend them all. 



Nevertheless, this was an extremely precious opportunity. 

He should grasp as much as he could. 

Danger and opportunity coexisted. 

This was absolutely true. 

Every single one of these Heavenly Path Embodiments performing any of these sword 
techniques would be regarded as a master of swordsmanship in the outside world. 

Right now, these masters of swordsmanship were no longer James ’ enemies. 

They were his teachers. 

James seized the opportunity and make a concerted effort to learn. 

The fierce battle went on. 

Lightning tribulations continued to fall from the sky. 

However, they were no longer able to harm James. 

After such a long battle, James’ physical body continued to break through and had 
already reached Sage Rank’s Fifth Stage. 

He was already immune to the force of the lightning tribulations. 

However, once he acquired immunity, the impact of body refinement also significantly 
diminished. 

It was getting quite difficult for James to incorporate Sword Moves into the First Sword 
Realm after cultivating up to this point. 

Nonetheless, he did not give up. 

He kept trying. 

It seemed like countless years had passed, or that only a second had passed. 

James as of right now was only battling out of instinct. 

His subconscious was completely engrossed in swordsmanship and the incorporation of 
Sword Moves. 

The number of Sword Moves he incorporated was growing. 



At this very moment, James focused his thoughts, and the sky in this area was covered 
in shadows. 

Every shadow was an exquisite sword technique. 

Suddenly, countless shadows merged into one. 

The moment they merged, James’ body substantialized, and a world – shattering force 
erupted from the sword in his hand. 

Intangible Sword Energy erupted and spread. 

Everything was turned into ruins. 

The surrounding Heavenly Path Embodiments were being destroyed at a visible rate. 

In an instant, the Heavenly Path Embodiments in the vicinity completely vanished. 

“Phew!” James stopped, breathing heavily. 

He took a quick scan of his surroundings. 

In his field of vision, there were no longer any Heavenly Path Embodiments. 

The Tribulation Clouds in the sky were also slowly vanishing. 

“Is it over?” James was in a bit of a daze. 

He had no idea how long he had been fighting. 

He was simply exhausted, both mentally and physically. 

“Not bad, kiddo.” A figure appeared out of thin air. 

He was a man clad in black armor. 

The armor on his body had already cracked. 

His hair was disheveled, and he looked like a mess. 

However, in his messy appearance, there was a tinge of approbation. 
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expressed his gratitude. 

If not for this man, he would not have been able to overcome this tribulation at all. 

Not only had he overcome this tribulation, but his physical strength had now reached 
Sage Rank’s Fifth Stage. 

His own rank had also reached the peak of the Tribulation Rank’s Third Stage. 

Furthermore, this was the result of his deliberate compression, as well as his endless 
battling and depletion of True Essence. 

Otherwise, while he was going through the tribulation, he would already have become a 
Sage. 

“Kid, you are very powerful. 

You went through the most dreadful Heavenly Tribulation in history. 

Even with your current strength, such a terrifying Heavenly Tribulation appeared. 

It is clear that your potential is extremely frightening. 

“However, don’t be arrogant. 

Although you have great potential, can strive for the very top, and might even surpass 
Ancestral Gods and achieve unprecedented heights, don’t be careless. 

Too many accidents occur on the path of cultivation. 

The slightest inattention could kill you. 

“There is no way I can overcome the tribulation this time. 

“Pll wait for you in the Tribulation World. 

When you reach the Grand Emperor Rank and experience the Ancestral God 
Tribulation again, help me destroy the Heavenly Path Embodiments and get me out of 
here.” The mysterious man had instructed James for the sake of his own agenda as 
well. 

His strength had reached the peak of the Grand Emperor Rank and was infinitely close 
to the Ancestral God Rank. 

Nonetheless, he could not overcome this tribulation with his strength. 



Even though he was unable to overcome it, this tribulation could not completely destroy 
him either. 

As a result, he had been trapped in the Tribulation World for ages. 

No other cultivators came in after he had entered the Tribulation World. 

He was unaware of the state of the outside world. 

“T will try my best.” James firmly nodded his head. 

“Alright. 

You overcame this tribulation and will be leaving soon. 

Remember: someone is waiting for you in the Tribulation World.” As the man was 
saying that, he vanished from James’ sight. 

“How many years have I been fighting in this world, by the way?” James’ voice rang out. 

In the distance, a voice came, “Not that many, only thirty thousand years. 

Time here is not equivalent to the outside, though. 

This place transcends all. 

Time is virtually useless here. 

“after you leave, a day, two, or three may have passed in the outside world. 

It might have been a number of years as well. 

Regardless, it won’t be too long.” A voice came from the distance. 

“T-thirty thousand years?” James was slightly baffled. 

“T battled for thirty thousand years? “I spent thirty thousand years understanding sword 
techniques?” Before he could regain his bearings, a terrifying force from this world 
approached and hauled him outside. 

He was temporarily blinded. 

When he opened his eyes again, he found himself in a familiar yet unfamiliar 
environment. 

He was in the middle of a ruin. 



Looking around, there were only ruins. 

“He has appeared.” “His Majesty has returned.” As soon as James appeared, he was 
found. 

Many people rushed over right away. 

James noticed some familiar but unfamiliar faces. 

There were Winnie, Delainey, Walganus, Quinella, and some generals from Sangria’s 
Macchia City. 

Sword techniques were constantly flashing through his mind. 

A long time had passed, and some of his memories were nearly sealed away. 

When he saw these people, his memories slowly began to come back. 

Walganus’ gaze was fixed on James. 

He could sense that James was different. 

After overcoming a tribulation, James was completely transformed. 

After a while, he finally raised his thumb. 

“Impressive.” James exhaled a long sigh of relief. 

When he saw these people, his memories awakened. 

He knew he had been in the Tribulation World for thirty thousand years, but it was not 
that long in the outside world. 

James smiled and asked, “How much time have I spent going through the tribulation 
this time?” Walganus looked at James with a strange look and said, “Since you entered 
the Tribulation World, half a month has passed.” “That is fortunate.” James was utterly 
relieved. 
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James was relieved. 



He was genuinely worried that while he spent thirty thousand years in the Tribulation 
World, thirty thousand years had passed in the outside world as well. 

Thirty thousand years was once a very long time for him. 

He never imagined that one day he would battle nonstop for thirty thousand years. 

James currently looked like a demon to everyone. 

The murderous intent emanating from his body was too powerful. 

Even if he had restrained his aura, the murderous intent was formed through battling for 
several tens of thousands of years. 

“James, why is your aura so strange?” Walganus stared at James. 

Even he was taken aback when he sensed the frightening murderous intent within 
James’ body. 

“Really?” James examined himself. 

However, he could not detect any strange aura on himself. 

Winnie, who was nearby, looked at James and said, “It’s murderous intent. 

You’re like a vicious beast from ancient times, with unending murderous intent.” After 
hearing that, James caught on. 

He had been fighting tooth and nail in the Tribulation World for tens of thousands of 
years, so it was not surprising that he had murderous intent in his body. 

However, this murderous intent was not under his control. 

This was due to the fact that this aura was formed in the midst of the carnage, during 
the battle. 

“T don’t know either.” James did not say much and changed the subject, saying, 
“Alright, let’s go. 

Let’s first head back to Macchia City.” Only then did the group leave. 

On the other hand, some Sages from the Kingdom of Korinth were anxious. 

Currently, outside Yoruba Valley, the Korinthian Army had gathered. 

The strength of this army had reached one hundred and fifty million people. 



All of them were powerful individuals. 

The people at the lead were several dozens of Korinth’s Sages. 

The most powerful of them had advanced to Sage Rank’s Fifth Stage. 

“The person who went through the tribulation is obviously from Sangria.” “That shouldn’t 
be. 

Sangria has a curse. 

Men are unable to stay in Sangria, but now there’s a man who has stayed in Sangria for 
over a month? What is happening?” The powerhouses of Korinth all looked perplexed. 

“The Heavenly Tribulation of this person is too terrifying. 

Now that Sangria has such a powerful individual, it’s quite difficult to subjugate Sangria. 

Should we attack now or should we retreat?” Many of Korinth’s powerhouses were 
getting cold feet. 

The leader of the army, Korinth’s Chancellor began to ponder. 

After quite a while, he said, “We’]] hold our action first. 

Wait for me to report to His Majesty. 

His Majesty will decide.” Korinth did not dare to act rashly in the presence of James. 

James had returned to Macchia City. 

Upon his return, he convened an emergency meeting. 

The meeting was attended by some of Macchia City’s generals. 

“At present, the Korinthian Army had gathered outside Yoruba Valley. 

If His Majesty had not gone through tribulation, making them afraid to enter, the 
Korinthian Army would have already attacked Macchia City.” “Your Majesty, what 
should we do now?” Many people were looking at James. 

James waved his hand slightly and said, “There’s nothing to worry about. 

Now, just keep an eye on the Korinthian Army’s every move. 

I’m a little worn out from going through the Heavenly Tribulation. 



I’m going to first take a short break.” After James finished speaking, he stood up and 
exited the main hall. 

He entered the City Lord’s Mansion’s courtyard and went to his room. 

He then immediately communicated with Sophie, who was in the Celestial Abode. 

“Ms. 

Sophie.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2635–“Glad to finally hear from you, brat.” 
Sophie’s voice came from within the Celestial Abode. 

“It’s been thirty thousand years, and you’ve finally appeared. 

I even thought you were killed by the Heavenly Tribulation.” “Thirty thousand years?” 
James muttered, then asked, “I spent thirty thousand years in the Tribulation World. 

Could it be that you’ve also spent thirty thousand years in the Celestial Abode as well?” 
“That’s right,” Sophie said, “You always have the Celestial Abode with you. 

Although the connection between you and the Celestial Abode was severed by some 
sort of mysterious force, the Celestial Abode was indeed in the Tribulation World. 

The amount of time you spent there equals the amount of time the people in the 
Celestial Abode spent there.” “So that’s how it is.” James was enlightened. 

Then something occurred to him suddenly, and he asked, “How is the army of four 
hundred thousand men in the Celestial Abode? Thirty thousand years have passed. 

Has their strength increased substantially?” Sophie’s voice came from the Celestial 
Abode. 

She said, “In the army of four hundred thousand men, not everyone’s strength 
increased. 

Since the Spiritual Root is important in cultivation, people who lack it are unable to 
become Sages. 

“The vast majority of the army’s four hundred thousand men have already become 
Sages. 



Those with great strength have even advanced to the Sage Rank’s Seventh or Eighth 
Stage. 

“And those with weak strength have only reached the third stage of the Tribulation 
Rank. 

Their strength may be unable to improve any longer, yet this is not certain. 

If we use the bodhi fruit, we can forcibly increase their strength, allowing them to enter 
the Sage Rank by force.” After hearing her words, James inquired, “Are there many who 
have entered the Sage Rank?” “Mhm.” Sophie said, “Three hundred thousand people 
have entered the Sage Rank. 

There are also about ten thousand people who have reached the Sage Rank’s Seventh 
or Eighth Stage.” After hearing about it, he was completely relieved. 

With this army of four hundred thousand men, he would be able to face any disaster 
when he returned to Earth once again. 

“By the way, what exactly have you been through?” asked Sophie. 

James described everything that happened to him after he entered the Tribulation 
World. 

After listening to James’ recount, Sophie said with a smile, “For you, it served as a 
learning experience. 

You went through this ordeal and laid a solid foundation for your cultivation path. 

You have a bright future ahead of you.” Sophie was very pleased. 

James had fought for thirty thousand years and had grasped the Elemental Inversion 
Formation during the battle. 

He had learned numerous exquisite sword techniques and had incorporated them into 
the First Sword Realm. 

He had even mastered the Second Sword Realm. 

With these two Sword Realms, James was powerful enough to seize the power of the 
entire world and become a giant. 

Nonetheless, this was only the beginning of James’ cultivation path. 

Regarding the mysterious man in the Tribulation World, Sophie was very curious as 
well. 



However, there were many powerful cultivators in antiquity. 

It was not unusual for someone to be trapped in the Tribulation World while going 
through the Ancestral God Tribulation. 

James sat on the bed and chatted with Sophie. 

Thirty thousand years. 

He had spent thirty thousand years in the Tribulation World. 

In the Celestial Abode, the humans from Earth had stayed there and cultivated for thirty 
thousand years as well. 

It was against the heavens to cultivate. 

The higher the cultivation base, the harder it was to gain strength, making 
breakthroughs even more difficult. 

Even though thirty thousand years had passed, the strength of humans from Earth in 
the Celestial Abode did not soar to terrifying heights. 

During his conversation with Sophie, James learned that the strongest people in the 
Celestial Abode were those who had consumed the dragon’s blood back then. 

The benefits of the dragon’s blood became apparent as their ranks advanced. 

Overall, these individuals shared a similar level of strength. 

They were all around Sage Rank’s Fifteenth Stage. 

“Phew!” James took a deep breath. 

He had thought that once he had overcome the Heavenly Tribulation, his strength would 
dwarf everyone else’s on Earth. 

He never expected that while he was grasping swordsmanship, Earth’s humans in the 
Celestial Abode did not skimp on cultivating either. 

They continued to cultivate rigorously, leaving him far behind. 

After a brief conversation with Sophie, James lay on his bed and rested. 

He was exhausted. 

He had fought relentlessly for thirty thousand years. 



During these thirty thousand years, dared not to stop even for a second. 

Since once he stopped, nothing but death awaited him. 

The battle of thirty thousand years had instilled in him the habit of fighting automatically. 

His body fought instinctively while his mind was understanding swordsmanship. 

Now that he had relaxed, he felt exhaustion throughout his entire body. 

Lying in bed, he did not want to move at all. 
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